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1 It's time to take a look at Jabra's newest effort with Supreme UC, a Bluetooth headset that is made not only for your home computer, not just your smartphone and tablet, but both! This device is priced at a premium of $149.99 and is designed to make you love that you have just exchanged such a sum for a great sound. It's got a fully folding chassis, comes
with a carry case as well as an extra earpiece, and works with a universally acceptable micro USB to power. You have one button on the boom for basic voice controls, a giant multifunctional button on the front of the device, and two volume buttons on the back around the indoor micro USB port. The device is extremely high-quality equipment in appearance,
and it is quite comfortable to wear. Be sure to check out our hands-on with UC Supreme from earlier this year - the main person himself gives an introduction! This device is not designed for an extremely active person. Try doing a couple of flips or going for a run and you find yourself wishing you had a little more firm grip around your share. If you are the type
of person to sit at a table all day or walk without bouncing your head uncontrollably, you will have a perfectly fit device on your head. The design of this device also allows left or right-eared users, with hook fastening able to work with the earpiece on both sides. Folding the arrow into the device shuts down, folding it back on it turns it back on, and pairing with
any number of devices is pretty simple. The device is automatically paired when you first turn on, and from now on you only need to press the multifunctional button and say: Pair a new device and you'll be ready to go. The sound quality is certainly decent in itself with any device, but really shines when you use the Jabra Connect Android app, where you'll
have a choice of multiple voice cancellations and sound profiles. The sound on the other end of the phone is superb, even in the middle of a cafe packed to the brim with hipsters. The person you are calling will think that you are in an empty room when you communicate with them with Jabra Supreme UC. Wrap-Up Is Hard to Consider Spending $150 on a
headset when you might just pull your phone out of your pocket instead of in most situations, but here's a killer feature: the USB key that comes with the device will allow you to completely miss buying a second unit. Jabra Supreme UC replaces your office headset as well as your mobile headset in one fell swoop. With excellent sound quality for you (best if
you're on Android), as well as excellent sound quality and noise noise for the person you're talking to, Jabra Supreme UC might just be a buy for you. Grab this device at any number of local retailers near you and online. This device will be available worldwide immediately if soon to get to it! USB-USB. USB-USB. The interchangeable arcs of the Nozzle
Network OF the South Korea have traditionally produced an extended kit for its flagship, so in due course it was for the JX-10. The main differences between the UC (United communications) version are the presence of a USB adapter for easy connection to the computer, a full set of chargers of all stripes, but has the headset itself changed? , the design of
the Supreme came together and Jabra, and GN - that is, before us a kind of hybrid of civil and corporate product. I love it when it happens, sometimes you get amazing things. For example, Supreme. The massive main unit is trimmed with soft material, similar to the skin, at the back - a specially designed nozzle, the long leg of the microphone leans back.
Here is an interesting point, it is difficult to develop such a mechanism and get rid of backlash. Here it almost succeeded, in a decomposed state the leg slightly goes up and down, almost imperceptibly. There is no metal in the case, a multifunctional button on the front of the plastic panel. In folded condition, the headset easily fits in the pocket of the shirt,
however, and in the decomposed too, but the best it is not to wear. In my opinion, clearly the product for boys, girls Supreme may seem excessively massive. And they will not find anything beautiful here, a dark gray case, no jewelry and hairdryers, all on the case, exclusively on the case. The company assumes that the main consumers of the product will be
men aged 35-50 years. It seems to me that Supreme will have to the liking of all gadget lovers, ready to try something new, technological. After all, in terms of sound, Supreme (allegedly) has no analogues, at least when it comes to the stated capabilities and built-in noise-cancelling systems. The headset weighs 18 grams, sizes 89.7 x 29.9 x 21.9 mm. The
kit has a hard case, there is a compartment for the headset and USB adapter. I like the look of the device without any reservations. For example, Jawbone has an original design, but the products do not look so technological. Or rather, no, not so. My friend suggested an interesting thought, Supreme looks like part of a military outfit. It's probably the color, the
size of the microphone barbell, the lack of shiny details. Men's toy, and as you know, men's toys I love. With the way of wearing nothing has changed, the headset still dangles on the ear, there is a constant desire to press it tighter, the option of nozzle with a bulging part does not save. Nothing has changed with management either. USB adapter Complete
with headset comes a miniature USB adapter, a shape unusual, previously never seen before. It gives you the ability to quickly connect with the headset for use in conjunction with Skype, I tried this feature on the MacBook Pro and Sony VAIO, no problems arose, only I would recommend before you start using to read the instructions, the process of pairing is
not entirely obvious. Not only that, you can use both the adapter and the phone at the same time, which is very convenient in the office. That's with such a bunch of problems, I connected the iPhone 4S, unfortunately, periodically the phone fell off, but with the adapter the headset was kept dead. I have always said that such an adapter is always useful not
only for those who are not familiar with Bluetooth, but even experienced users. I like the simplicity, great, coming to the office, instantly connect Supreme without dancing with the tambourine and start using Skype. Not only that, you can listen to music or podcasts in one ear, without irritating the head with headphones on his head - it seems that a person sits,
does business, and actually enjoys the group Krovost. The stated running time is about six hours, and the time on standby is about 15 days. In life, the headset works like it's supposed to. The duration is strongly affected by the fact that the device is very easy to turn off, just fold the leg. For example, I have Supreme with fairly active use lives from a single
charge for several days. Another curious fact is that usually the accessories are already charged, that is, once you have removed the headset from the packaging, you can use it. There was no such thing, first it was necessary to charge the device. I wonder whether it will be the same with all Supreme or is it a feature of my sample. The charging time with the
SU from the kit is about two hours. Please note, there is still a USB cable and a small adapter for the lighter, it can be safely used with other devices. Communication with the phone, the sound quality Here, too, nothing has changed in comparison with the original Supreme, the sound quality strongly depends on the surrounding background, in the car to
communicate very conveniently, on the street, if there are noisy around, there may be problems, interlocutors sometimes complain about the echo. In general, he was told in detail in the review of Supreme. Conclusions Do not forget that the acronym UC appeared here for a reason, the headset can work with programs of different companies (Microsoft, Cisco,
Avaya, IBM Sametime), in fact, it is a corporate solution, but the problems remain. I will give my own conclusions from the Review of Supreme, slightly supplemented. Pros: A good delivery kit, there's a car adapter, USB cable, USB adapter case can make life a lot I liked the look, but it's a subjective thing. In any case, it is impossible not to note the folding leg
of the microphone, disabling the device Comfortable buttons on the body Voice commands work Very good quality speech supportive A2DP and use with two phones at once Cons: Smudried with the nozzle, the headset is loosely pressed to the ear sink of The Muddry and with control, here the picture is such that without a hundred grams you can not
understand. The user will have to spend at least an hour with instructions to understand where, how and what to say, click Light indicators seemed to me alapoting This kit costs a little more than five thousand rubles, I would recommend to buy exactly Jabra Supreme UC, the price is a little higher, but there is a USB adapter and case. Discussion on the
forum of Sergey Kuzmin (skuzmin@mobile-review.com) Twitter Livejournal Published - June 07, 2012 Share: We are on social networks: VKontakte Facebook Telegram Twitter Instagram Is what to add?! Keep in touch... eldar@mobile-review.com eldar@mobile-review.com jabra supreme bluetooth headset review. jabra supreme uc review
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